Mike Mandel Good 70s Phillips Sandra
larry sultan: here and home mike mandel: good 70s newsroom - march 20, 2017 for immediate release
in conjunction with the exhibitions larry sultan: here and home, and mike mandel: good 70s at sfmoma, artist
jason fulford has been commissioned to re-interpret sultan and mandel’s 1983 performance, newsroom. in the
original performance, sultan and mandel installed electronic news and wire photo robert mann gallery artforum - mike mandel: good 70s may 11 - june 30, 2017 opening reception: thursday, may 11, 6 - 8pm
untitled from the myself: timed exposures series, 1971 untitled from the people in cars series, 1970 robert
mann gallery is pleased to present mike mandel: good 70’s, the artist’s ﬁrst solo show with the gallery. the
gallery guidelines please do not touch the art. - mike mandel good 70s may 20–aug 20 photographs,
books, a film, and baseball cards from conceptual artist mike mandel’s enigmatic and humorous projects from
the 1970s in california. the work of french modernist henri matisse. 7 japanese photography from postwar to
now through mar 12 graphy from the last 60 years, showcasing gifts larry sultan marin photography club presidents’ letter - it is good to see the number, artistry, and creativity of the images submitted. not
surprisingly some of the most creative images also push the boundaries of what is acceptable under our ... •
mike mandel “good 70s” @ sf moma (through aug 20th)) • “hair” exhibit. homage to the summer of love. @
the harvey milk nerthuskennels ebook and manual reference - mike mandel - good 70s international
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